Are you in need of brain food for your research projects?
Practical Tips in a Nutshell.

Online: zoom: https://unibe.ch.zoom.us/j/98668854286?pwd=cnVpMWtOamJWS1plZ0pQR3hxN01NZz09

How to become a better scientific writer in 5 easy steps
Five quick tips that will improve your scientific writing — for supervisors, postdocs, and PhD students.
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Dimensions – research data in one platform
Dimensions offers linked research data in a single platform: grants, publications, datasets, clinical trials, patents, and policy documents. Get an overview of its advantage!
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Citation Management Systems
Citation management systems can make writing and citing papers much easier. But which system is best for you? Come learn about some of the strengths and weaknesses of three of the most common systems EndNote, Zotero, and Mendeley.
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